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Abstract

This report will present a procedure for assessing the degree of visual detail which a user

can perceive in an arbitrary computer-generated image. This will involve describing

an image in terms of its component spatial frequencies (c/deg); a measure which is

commonly employed in the �eld of visual perception to characterise the e�cacy of the

human visual system. The text will present a brief introduction to this visual metric,

and then demonstrate how a full-colour computer-generated image can be described in

terms of this metric. The approach advocated here is based upon an image segmentation

algorithm: Fourier techniques will be considered, and shown to be inappropriate for this

particular application.
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1 Introduction

For decades, the �eld of computer graphics has striven to produce ever-more visually real-

istic displays. This has seen a progression from simple, bland wireframe �gures to full-

colour, solid, shaded and textured representations. With the advent of these more accurate

rendering models, the ability to quantify the perceptual quality of a computer-generated

image has become increasingly desirable (Funkhouser & S�equin, 1993). That is, to analyse

the degree of visual detail which the user can perceive in an arbitrary scene.

This information could be used for a number of useful purposes. For example, we could

compare the perceptual impact of two di�erent rendering algorithms, or analyse the e�ect

of introducing various anti-aliasing techniques. However, the desire which motivated this

particular study is to be able to assess the visibility of regions within a scene; with an aim

towards optimising the amount of visual detail which is displayed by a real-time graphics

system (Nakayama, 1990). Therefore, this report will concern itself primarily with this

goal.

A number of researchers have performed investigations which are closely related to this

theme. A few of these are therefore worth mentioning here.
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There has been a large body of work in the area of image quality metrics (Jacobson, 1995).

This �eld is dedicated to the concise perceptual evaluation of display devices. As such,

these metrics are not concerned with the quality of arbitrary images displayed on these

devices; and hence are of little bene�t to us here.

A number of image segmentation algorithms have been founded on perceptual models (Reed

& du Buf, 1993). Many of these have resorted to Gestalt rules of grouping (Katz, 1951)

to resolve all perceptually disparate components (Khan & Giles, 1992). Other feature

extraction techniques have included attempts to generate a number of feature maps to

locate `meaningful wholes' in an image based upon a number perceptual criteria (Sou� &

Scrivener, 1992), and the use of localised frequency domain techniques to categorise object

groupings (Reed & Wechsler, 1990). In general, all of these algorithms are concerned with

the identi�cation of discrete objects within a scene, and not with the quanti�cation of

absolute detail within the image as a whole. Also, many of these approaches have only

been applied to binary or grey-scale images: little consideration has been given to the

analysis of full-colour images.

The human visual system is thought to be composed of a number of parallel channels ; each

sensitive to a particular size of visual detail (Sekuler & Blake, 1994). These channels can

be modelled using 2D Gabor functions (the product of a 2D sinusoid and a 2D Gaussian).

Some researchers have therefore tried convolving an image using these Gabor functions

in an attempt to develop and validate computational models of human vision (Watson,

1987; Beck et al., 1987). For any single analysis, this convolution will report the degree to

which a particular level of detail exists in an image. It does not report the entire range of

perceptually visible detail which the image contains. That is, these techniques focus on a

di�erent problem to ours, i.e. to what degree one particular visual channel is stimulated by

a certain amount of detail: whereas we are e�ectively concerned with which channel(s) are

optimally stimulated by a certain amount of detail.

It can be observed that the requirements of our application are slightly di�erent to all of

those mentioned above. As such, a modi�ed approach must be formulated. Accordingly, the

remainder of this report will begin with a brief investigation into some perceptual theory

with regards to how much detail a user can perceive, and how this may be modelled. This

will present a convenient metric for perceived detail which will be used for the purposes of

this study. The subsequent discourse will then detail how a computer-generated image can

be described in terms of this metric.

2 Background

2.1 In Search of a Metric for Perceived Detail

A user's ability to perceive detail (denoted as their visual acuity) has been thoroughly

analysed by vision scientists for a number of decades. The most common way to measure

this is with a device called a contrast grating. This is simply a �gure containing a smoothly-

varying pattern of light and dark vertical bars (see Figure 1).

There are two factors which a�ect the appearance of a contrast grating: its contrast and

spatial frequency. Contrast is simply a measure of the luminance di�erence between adjacent

light and dark bars; whereas spatial frequency is a measure of the spacing between bars.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: An illustration of two contrast gratings displaying: (a) a low and,

(b) a higher spatial frequency. The curve below each of the gratings shows

the sinusoidal nature of the intensity distribution

For a number of di�erent contrast gratings, the limits of human vision can be investigated

and recorded in terms of these two parameters. In this fashion, it has been found that

a user's visual acuity varies in relation to the orientation of a contrast grating (Campbell

et al., 1966), its velocity across the retina (Kelly, 1979) and the degree to which it is placed

in the user's peripheral �eld (Rovamo & Virsu, 1979). All of these e�ects can be modelled

in terms of contrast and spatial frequency.

Spatial frequency is normally described in units of cycles per degree (c/deg). For example,

if the contrast grating in Figure 1(a) were to be positioned such that it occupied 1 degree

of a user's visual �eld, then this would constitute a spatial frequency of 4 c/deg (because

it contains four complete cycles of luminance).

Since Schade's initial experiments on the contrast-sensitivity of the eye (Schade, 1956), there

has been a substantial amount of work done to describe the characteristics and limitations

of the human visual system in terms of spatial frequency. Therefore, if we were able to

describe a computer-generated image in terms of its spatial frequency content, then we

would have a wealth of data at hand to assess the perceptual nature of that image.

2.2 Applying the Metric

It has been shown that the simple, 1D measure of spatial frequency can be applied to a

complex, 2D computer image (Reddy, 1995). To summarise this assertion, there are three

principal factors which we must consider: 1) whether visibility of a 1D sine-wave grating can

be applied to a square-wave grating (because a pixel-based display is essentially a square-

wave distribution of light), 2) whether knowledge of a simple 1D grating can be applied to

a 1D complex grating, and 3) whether a 1D grating can be applied to a 2D image. These

three cases are illustrated in Figure 2.

In the �rst instance, Campbell and Robson showed how contrast gratings other than sine-

wave gratings can be related to the simple harmonic case. In their work, they showed

that the visibility of a square-wave distribution is simply related to that of a sine-wave

grating (Campbell & Robson, 1968). This relationship breaks down for lower spatial fre-

quencies, but as we are mostly concerned with the high spatial frequencies in an image (i.e.
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(b) (c)(a)

Figure 2: How does a simple 1D harmonic contrast grating relate to: a)

square-wave gratings, b) complex gratings, and c) 2D gratings?

high detail) this will not a�ect us to any great degree.

Campbell and Robson also performed experiments with compound contrast gratings in

order to investigate how the visibility of these is related to that of their component harmonic

gratings. They found that the appearance of a compound grating is characterised by the

independent contributions from each of the harmonic components. Their results showed

that if a compound grating is displayed such that some of its high frequency components

are below threshold, then these features will not be visible in the compound grating and

can be removed without any perceivable change being made to the grating.

Finally, a 2D image can be described in terms of spatial frequency if we introduce an

orientation parameter for each frequency. For example, the circle in Figure 2(c) will have

a horizontal spatial frequency (0
�

), a vertical spatial frequency (90
�

), and frequencies at all

intermediate angles. (Because the diameter of a circle is the same for every orientation, all

of these spatial frequencies will be equal in this particular case.)

2.3 Calculating Spatial Frequency

We have resolved that we wish to calculate the spatial frequency content of a computer-

generated image; and we have also shown that this is, at least in theory, possible and

meaningful. We can now consider how this analysis may be performed.

The process of extracting all of the relevant spatial frequencies from an image can be

broken down into three stages, listed below. The subsequent three sections of this report

will elucidate further on each of these processes.

1. Find all of the visual features in an image. This will be done using an image segment-

ation algorithm with a suitable perceptually-based feature extraction mechanism.
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2. Extract all of the relevant spatial frequencies from each feature. At this stage, these

frequencies are relative, in that they are in terms of pixels only; with no immediate

concept of size. I.e. the units of spatial frequency at this stage are cycles per pixel

(c/pixel).

3. Scale the relative spatial frequency values into units of c/deg. This transformation

can be performed once we know the �eld of view (FOV) of the display device.

3 Extracting the Visual Features

The aim of this �rst stage is to extract all of the visually atomic 2D features within an

image|the absolute elements of detail in the image. From a physiological standpoint, this

would be the extent of a region which maximally stimulates a single neural channel in the

vision system. Unfortunately, the mechanism which the human visual system uses to decide

this delimitation is still unclear. We must therefore formulate our own, albeit simple, model

for this process.

3.1 How to De�ne the Extent of a Feature

The mechanism which will be adopted here for the task of locating each visual feature in

an image is based upon an image segmentation paradigm, i.e. a process which takes an

image and segments it into a number of individual regions for independent analysis. This is

done by taking a single pixel and then attempting to grow this pixel into a region; merging

adjacent pixels with the region based upon a certain segmentation criterion. The crux of

our dilemma therefore rests in the speci�cation of this segmentation criterion.

The trivial case for de�ning the extent of a feature would be to only merge pixels which

are exactly the same colour. This would be a valid de�nition if we were using a simple at-

shading polygon renderer (such as the Superscape VRT, REND386 and VR386 packages);

or if we decided to use the at-shading mode of our graphics renderer for time-e�ciency

reasons. Figure 3 illustrates this simple case of feature extraction.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) a at-shaded image of a bus, and (b) a representation of the

boundary of each visual feature in this image. In this case, a visual feature

is simply a group of pixels with exactly the same colour.

However, many contemporary graphics renderers o�er far more sophisticated display al-

gorithms than just at-shading. For example, polygons can often be smooth-shaded (nor-
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mally using Gouraud or Phong interpolation), anti-aliased and/or texture mapped (Foley

et al., 1990). We should therefore be able to cope with these more realistic representations

in addition to the simple case of at-shaded primitives. Consequently, it is evident that we

must relax the segmentation criterion slightly in order to include colours which are similar

to the target colour, but not necessarily exactly the same. But to what extent can we relax

this threshold?

In order to de�ne this, we will utilise the body of research into perceptually uniform colour

spaces, and just noticeable di�erences (JNDs). This work attempts to de�ne the degree to

which an observer perceives two colours as being distinct. The premise for adopting this

approach is that, in a smoothly shaded region, one does not inherently notice the colour

di�erence between adjacent pixels; but one perceives a gradual colour gradient over the

region as a whole. Using JNDs, we can therefore decide whether two adjacent colours form

part of a colour gradient (i.e. part of a feature) or are perceived as the edge of a feature.

3.2 Calculating Just Noticeable Di�erences (JNDs)

Before we can make any conjecture about the perceived nature of two colours, we must

transform these colours into a device independent and perceptually uniform colour space|

the standard RGB colour space used by most computer systems is not su�cient. The term

device independent is used here to mean a colour space where the colour does not depend

upon the device used to produce it; and perceptually uniform refers to the attribute of a

colour space whereby the numerical di�erence between two colours is directly related to

their perceptual distance.

Once this has been done, a suitable colour di�erence formula can be used to calculate the

number of JNDs between two colours. This value can then be used by the segmentation

process to decide whether a pixel should be included or excluded from a feature. Carlson

and Cohen consider that 1 JND is practically insigni�cant (Barten, 1990). They state that 3

JNDs represent a signi�cant perceptual di�erence (and that 10 JNDs produce a substantial

discrepancy). We will therefore adopt a threshold of 3 JNDs.

3.2.1 In Search of a Colour Di�erence Formula

In 1931, the CIE (Commission Internationale de l'�Eclairage) proposed the XYZ tristimu-

lus coding scheme to describe colours in a device-independent manner. This provided an

accurate and convenient means of specifying an absolute colour, but it did not consider

the perceptual relationship between points in the colour space. In fact, the perceptual

non-uniformity of the XYZ colour space is about 80:1 (Poynton, 1993), i.e. the discrepancy

between the perceptual distance and the numerical distance of two XYZ colours can vary

by up to about 8,000%.

It was not until 45 years later, in 1976, that the CIE introduced the CIE L�a�b� and CIE

L�u�v� speci�cations which attempted to provide a more perceptually uniform colour space.

These two systems managed to improve the perceptual non-uniformity of the XYZ system

to around 6:1. The formula for calculating the CIE L�a�b� colour di�erence, �E�

ab
, was later

improved with the advent of the CMC(1:1) colour di�erence formula. This was developed

from experiences in the colourant industries and o�ers a more accurate correlation for small

colour di�erences (Hunt, 1987). In an experimental evaluation of colour di�erence models,
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MacDonald et al. found that the CMC formula provides one of the best measures of colour

discrimination (MacDonald et al., 1990).

We will therefore use the CMC colour di�erence formula to estimate the perceptual sig-

ni�cance of two adjacent colours. The method for calculating this value (�E�

cmc
) for two

RGB colours has been compiled in Appendix A of this report. Therefore, given any two

RGB colours, these can be considered part of the same feature if �E�

cmc � 3 (3 JNDs).

3.2.2 Gamma Correction

In order to convert RGB colours into a device independent colour space (such as those

based upon the CIEXYZ system) we must ensure that these values are linear with respect

to their intensity on the display device.

In any CRT monitor, the intensity of light which is produced on the screen is proportional

to the voltage applied to the electron guns, raised to a certain power. The value of this

power is referred to as gamma, , and is theoretically equal to 2.5 (Poynton, 1993)1. In

order to obtain linear RGB signals we must therefore pre-compensate for this non-linearity

of the display device. This process is known as gamma correction, and can be described by

the following formulae; where R, G and B are the (normalised) input pixel values, and R ,

G and B are the (normalised) gamma corrected signals.

R = R1=; G = G1=; B = B1= :

N.B. a number of computer systems already incorporate some degree of gamma correction

in software. For example, Silicon Graphics IRIS workstations perform partial gamma cor-

rection on all RGB colours ( = 1:7). This is also the case for the QuickDraw software on

Apple Macintosh computers. As a result, images displayed on these machines often look

brighter than on, for example, a Sun workstation or PC-compatible. Therefore this inter-

mediate scaling must also be taken into consideration when performing gamma correction.

It should be noted that in order to obtain an accurate value for gamma, a light meter should

be used to sample the intensity pro�le for the particular display device (Cowan, 1983).

3.2.3 Viewing Condition Issues

There are a number of factors which can a�ect the appearance of colours on a computer

graphics display (MacDonald et al., 1990; Meyer & Greenberg, 1980). Some of these are

beyond our simple control (such as the ambient light in the user's environment and the

user's colour perception idiosyncrasies). However, some of the more accountable factors

include:

1. The Size of the Colour Stimuli : Colour di�erences vary in relation to the size

of the two colours. Most of the CIE colour spaces are based upon colours occupying

2
�

of visual arc, and therefore do not necessarily provide accurate colour measures

for signi�cantly smaller or larger regions of detail. We should therefore attempt to

attenuate the results of the CMC formula based upon the size of each colour patch

1Recent studies at the BBC have shown that for most CRTs,  = 2:35� 0:1 (Roberts & Ford, 1995).
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being tested for inclusion in the current feature. Phillips provides empirical data to

help perform this scaling (Phillips, 1986).

2. The Surrounding Colour(s) : The brightness of a colour can appear di�erent

for di�erent surrounding colours. This e�ect is know as simultaneous contrast. It

has been reported that this can induce colour di�erence variations in the order of

10{20% (Phillips, 1986). However, when compared with the variability of a typical

observer, this error is not statistically signi�cant. It is therefore felt that we do not

need to compensate for this e�ect.

3. The Monitor Adjustments : The value of gamma can appear to vary depending

upon the monitor's black level, or brightness, adjustment (Poynton, 1993). Care

should therefore be taken to ensure that the display's brightness control is set so that

dark elements are reproduced correctly.

3.3 Implementing the Feature Extraction Stage

Taking into consideration the above discussion, we can briey present the current imple-

mentation of the feature extraction process.

A boolean ag is associated with each pixel in the image. This is used to record whether

a pixel has been processed yet. All of these ags are initially set to FALSE (an optional

procedure can be applied which marks all of the background pixels in an image as being

processed, so that they are not considered in the analysis). The extraction routine visits

each unmarked pixel in turn and attempts to grow it into into a visual feature by merging

adjacent pixels, or groups of pixels, if they meet the perceptual criteria de�ned in the

previous section. Each pixel which is found is copied to a feature bitmap in order to isolate

the feature from the image (and is subsequently marked as having been processed). The

feature bitmap does not need to hold full colour information for each pixel: only whether

a pixel is in the current feature or not. The feature bitmap therefore need only contain

binary information (e.g. a monochrome bitmap).

In summary, the result of the feature extraction stage is a binary feature bitmap containing

only those pixels which constitute one visual feature. This bitmap is then passed onto the

next stage for further processing. The above steps are then repeated until all visual features

have been found and processed.

4 Calculating the Relative Spatial Frequencies

We have now located a 2D visual feature in the image. The next stage is to calculate all

of the appropriate relative spatial frequencies which de�ne that feature. These frequencies

will be relative because they are only in terms of pixels: so the units of spatial frequency

at this stage will be in cycles per pixel (c/pixel).

4.1 Developing a Methodology

We have seen from Section 2.2 that in order to describe a 2D feature in terms of spa-

tial frequency we must incorporate an orientation parameter. Spatial frequency is simply
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a measure of the size of a stimulus (to be correct, it is inversely proportional to size).

Therefore, we e�ectively want to calculate the largest size of the feature|i.e. the longest

contiguous line of pixels|at a number of orientations. Figure 4 attempts to illustrate this

notion by presenting a feature along with three of its relative spatial frequencies.

FEATURE SAMPLE SPATIAL FREQUENCIES

Figure 4: A simple rectangular feature (left) and three of the feature's relative

spatial frequencies at various orientations (right).

If we take the case of the horizontal spatial frequency (0
�

) in Figure 4, then we can use

this example to describe the method of calculating the c/pixel values for any feature. The

longest horizontal line in the feature is 4 pixels in length, so the relative spatial frequency

will be inversely proportional to 4 at that orientation. We can note that in terms of the

bars in a contrast grating, our line of pixels is actually half a contrast cycle: a full cycle

has a peak and a trough, i.e. two features. We must therefore apply a scaling of 1/2 to our

calculation to compensate for this fact. Putting all of this together, we can state that the

horizontal relative spatial frequency of the feature in Figure 4 is: 1=2� 1=4 = 1=8 c/pixels.

That is, one contrast cycle over 8 pixels; as illustrated in Figure 4.

From this, we can develop a general relationship. If we know l(�), the length of the longest

contiguous line of pixels in a feature at orientation �, then we can calculate the value of

RSF (�), the relative spatial frequency of the feature at orientation �, as follows:

RSF (�) =
1

2l(�)
: (1)

4.2 Implementing the Frequency Extraction Stage

Using Equation 1, we can �nd the relative spatial frequencies in a feature at any orientation.

In order to resolve this however, we need to know how to evaluate l(�): the length of the

longest contiguous line of pixels in the feature at orientation �. In the example above, this

was a trivial exercise because the feature was a simple rectangle; but how do we calculate

l(�) for more complex shaped features? This problem resolves to: how do we �nd the

longest contiguous line of pixels, for a particular orientation, which can occur anywhere in

the feature? The technique which was used to solve this problem is described below.

Rather than attempt to formulate a mathematical solution based upon the geometry of the

feature, a direct analysis of the feature bitmap was employed: for any particular angle, a

line of that orientation is notionally scanned through the feature bitmap. At each position,

the largest number of contiguous (lit) pixels which exist on that line is recorded. The value

of l(�) is therefore the largest such result for every line which is passed through the feature.

This process is repeated for any number of required orientations.
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This method of direct analysis has the convenient bene�t of implicitly handling all of the

degenerate cases of feature shapes, e.g. concave features, and features with holes (sub-

features). Figure 5 provides a depiction of this concept in three general cases.

(c)(b)(a)

Figure 5: An illustration of the maximum horizontal length of a number

of features, showing (a) a convex feature, (b) a concave feature, and (c) a

feature with a hole. The bold line of pixels represents the �rst occurrence of

the longest contiguous line of pixels which will ultimately be used to calculate

the spatial frequency at that orientation.

The current implementation of this process accepts one parameter: the number of orient-

ations to be sampled for each feature. The product of this stage is the generation of a

text �le containing the c/pixel values for every visual feature in an image, at the speci�ed

number of orientations (this �le is identi�ed by a .rsf extension). Figure 6 illustrates this

result by displaying an image of a at-shaded cube. Adjacent to this is the corresponding

.rsf �le which was generated for this image with four sample orientations speci�ed, i.e.

0
�

, 45
�

, 90
�

and 135
�

(note that these values will be the same for orientations of 180
�

, 225
�

,

270
�

and 315
�

, respectively). That is, if the user speci�es n sample orientations, then the

extraction process will �nd frequencies at intervals of 180=n. Also, any frequency value at

x
�

, where x 2 [0::180], will be equal to the frequency value at (180 + x)
�

.

#RSF-1.0 (cube.rgb)

317 297 # pixel resolution of image

4 # Columns of c/pixel values

3 # No. of rows (features)

!

0 deg 45 deg 90 deg 135 deg

0.0039 0.0071 0.0041 0.0039

0.0034 0.0052 0.0021 0.0047

0.0048 0.0042 0.0054 0.0091

Figure 6: An image of a cube showing three sides (left) and a corresponding

.rsf �le which records the relative spatial frequencies for each visual feature

in the image at four di�erent orientations (right).
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5 Scaling the Relative Spatial Frequencies

The result of the previous two stages has been to calculate the relative spatial frequency for

each feature in an image (at a number of orientations). These values are provided in units

of cycles per pixel (c/pixel); however we want them to be available in units of cycles per

degree (c/deg) in order to make any perceptual classi�cations. This naturally requires us to

know the horizontal and vertical �eld of view (FOV) which the display device occupies. In a

head-mounted display (HMD) system, this is a trivial matter because the FOV information

is provided by the manufacturer. However for a standard monitor or projection screen, the

FOV must be calculated as a function of the display size and viewing distance. This can

be solved by referring to the tan rule for right-angled triangles, e.g.

distance

height

Observer

Display

Figure 7: Calculating the �eld of view of an arbitrary display device.

FOVhoriz = 2� tan�1
�
width=2

distance

�

FOVvert = 2� tan�1
�
height=2

distance

�

From these transforms we can calculate the visual arc subtended by one pixel and hence

convert the values of c/pixel into c/deg for all orientations. In the process of performing

this, we wish to be able to support any arbitrary rectangular display FOV and any (not

necessarily similar) rectangular display resolution. That is, the scaling factor in the vertical

direction will not necessarily be the same as the scaling factor in the horizontal direction.

In order to accommodate this, we can implement the process by: extracting the horizontal

and vertical components of the frequency, scaling these components independently, and

then recombining these to give the �nal result. These three steps are detailed below:

1. Extracting the horizontal and vertical components of the spatial frequency, RSF (�),

at orientation, �, can be achieved by applying the trigonometrical formulae cos(�) =

a=h and sin(�) = o=h for a right-angled triangle; where the hypotenuse of the triangle

equals RSF (�), i.e.

Choriz = RSF (�) cos(�);

Cvert = RSF (�) sin(�):
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2. In order to scale the value of c/pixel into c/deg, we need to know the resolution of the

display device (in pixels) and its FOV (in degrees). Then, we can de�ne the horizontal

and vertical scaling factors as:

Shoriz = width=FOVhoriz;

Svert = height=FOVvert:

3. Finally, once both the vertical and horizontal components have been independently

scaled, we can recombine the two components using Pythagoras' equation to give the

resulting absolute spatial frequency, SF (�), in units of c/deg:

SF (�) =
q
(ShorizChoriz)2 + (SvertCvert)2 (2)

One �nal point which should be noted is the di�erential in perceived line length which is

experienced with relation to orientation. E.g. A horizontal line of 10 pixels will appear

shorter than a 45
�

line of 10 pixels. This can be easily explained by referring once again

to Pythagoras' equation: a right-angled triangle with both perpendicular sides equal to

10, will have a hypotenuse of
p
102 + 102 = 14:142. I.e. a 45

�

line of 10 pixels|which

spans 10 pixels horizontally and 10 pixels vertically|will be perceived 1.4 times larger

than a horizontal line of 10 pixels. We should therefore make an attempt to appropriately

scale the relative spatial frequency value, RSF (�), depending upon its orientation, before

converting it into an absolute value, SF (�). This can be achieved if we assume that a line of

x pixels length (at any orientation) will always span either x pixels horizontally or x pixels

vertically. This is the case for most line drawing algorithms, e.g. the standard Bresenham's

algorithm (Kingslake, 1991). Therefore, we can calculate the value of RSF 0(�), which

incorporates the appropriate compensatory scaling factor for any orientation, � = [0
�

::180
�

],

as:

RSF 0(�) =

8>><
>>:

p
RSF (�)2 + (RSF (�) tan(�))2; when, 0

� � � � 45
�

or 180
� � � � 135

�

q
RSF (�)2 + (RSF (�) tan(90

�� �))2; when 45
� � � � 135

�

6 What's Wrong with Fourier Analysis?

6.1 Introduction to Fourier Analysis

The technique of Fourier analysis can be used to decompose an image function into the

set of harmonic intensity functions which sum to give the original image (Bracewell, 1965).

This transformation is normally represented mathematically as F (u; v) = Fff(x; y)g, where
f(x; y) represents the spatial domain of the original image and F (u; v) represents the fre-

quency domain of the Fourier transformed result.

The Fourier transform requires a continuous function to operate on; however, there exists

a machine-computable method for calculating the Fourier transform of a discrete function

which is called the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). The formula for the 2D DFT can be

de�ned as follows:
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F (u; v) �
M�1X
x=0

N�1X
y=0

f(x; y)e�i2�(
ux

M
+
vy

N
): (3)

In practice however, computing this function directly is impractical. The more common

method is to use the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) which drastically reduces the complexity

of the DFT calculation (Brigham, 1974). Algorithms to compute the FFT can be found

in (Press et al., 1974).

6.2 Problems with Fourier Analysis

At �rst inspection, Fourier analysis sounds like a perfect solution to our problem: it takes

a 2D source image and returns a frequency domain containing all of the relative spatial

frequencies in that image. However, this is not actually what we require. To illustrate this,

Figure 8 presents the FFT of two simple images: a contrast grating and a square.

Source Image FFT

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: The Fourier transform of two images: (a) an image of a contrast

grating, and (b) an image of a square. The �gures on the right represent

the Fourier transform of the �gures on the left, computed using the FFT

algorithm.

In the �rst instance, the FFT of the contrast grating gives the expected results. There are

three visible points, the centre point is the D.C. term and is not relevant to the analysis.

The other two points represent a relative spatial frequency at orientations 0
�

and 180
�

which
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correlates with that of the contrast grating (Note that the Fourier domain is symmetrical

about the D.C. term).

However, when we look at the FFT for the image of a single square, we are presented with

a frequency domain which contains values across the entire spectrum of relative spatial

frequencies (including ones which cannot possibly exist in the image). Part of the reason

for this is that Fourier analysis only decomposes the sinusoidal intensity functions of an

image: but the simple square image is e�ectively a square-wave intensity distribution and

so it is rich in harmonics. Therefore, if we apply Fourier analysis to a square-wave intensity

function (as might be produced by a at-shaded feature in an image), then this will instantly

produce spatial frequencies over the entire range of frequencies.

Speci�cally, we can conclude that Fourier analysis is not applicable to our application

because of the following confounding factors:

1. Fourier analysis will only reveal harmonic spatial frequencies. Any square-wave vari-

ances will introduce substantial artifacts in the frequency domain. These cannot be

removed from the frequency domain because, given any arbitrary point, we have no

information to discern whether this was produced by a physical feature in the image

or by the sine-wave approximation of a square-wave feature. That is, Fourier analysis

will only (accurately) extract perfectly harmonic variances in intensity2.

2. Fourier analysis will return values for all spatial frequencies at every point in the

image. So for example, if we take the situation with the image of the square: the

0
�

(horizontal) spatial frequency at the centre of the square will be relative low, but

the 45
�

frequency towards the top-left corner will be very high. That is, any 2D

feature with a non-smooth boundary edge will always return frequency values across

the entire spectrum.

The image segmentation algorithm circumvents these problems because it only extracts the

fundamental spatial frequency (i.e. the lowest frequency) for every visual feature; at each

desired orientation. The rationale behind only extracting the fundamental frequency is that

if the lowest frequency is not detectable by the observer, then none of the higher frequencies

will be detectable either|so we only need to record the fundamental frequency for a feature

to decide whether it is visible under any speci�c viewing condition. This concept cannot

be easily encoded into a Fourier process.

6.3 Spatial versus Frequency Domain Analysis

Given the above discussion, we can see that the image segmentation approach o�ers a

number of advantages over the Fourier analysis method. These can be summarised as

follows:

1. The image segmentation system can be applied to images containing both at and

smooth shaded features (including anti-aliased and texture-mapped features).

2There exist other transforms, such as the Walsh Transform (Gonzalez & Woods, 1992), which can
locate square-wave intensity components. However, these will then su�er from an inability to locate smooth

intensity gradients, i.e. any such features will be recorded as a series of small square-waves instead of a more

appropriate sine-wave coding.
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2. The corresponding frequency domain is noise-free with no high frequency artifacts.

It is therefore much more amenable to accurate analysis.

3. The results are restricted to the fundamental frequency of each visual feature; instead

of overloading us by reporting every spatial frequency in the image.

4. We have access to information about the physical position of a feature in the image.

This is not available under the Fourier method.

The impact of these advantages can be easily ascertained by inspecting Figure 9. This

presents a simple image with three squares of various sizes, and then displays the FFT of

that image alongside the results of the image segmentation algorithm (plotted in Fourier

space). As can be observed, the FFT result is highly noisy and it is dubious whether this

could be of any use as an accurate measure of visual detail. On the other hand, the image

segmentation process shows a concise and accurate result: it contains three discernible

circles which represent the fundamental spatial frequencies of the three squares at each

orientation.

(a) (b)

Figure 9: A comparison of (a) the Fourier based, and (b) the image seg-

mentation based approaches to locating the relative spatial frequencies within

a sample image. (Both results are plotted in the Fourier domain.)

7 Discussion

Having developed a mechanism to describe a computer-generated image in terms of spatial

frequency, it would be bene�cial to briey highlight some of the possible applications of

this endeavour.
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It is well known that the complexity of a geometric model a�ects the speed at which it

can be processed and displayed (Deering, 1994). In general, a more geometrically complex

model implies a more visually complex model. So in a real-time graphics system, it becomes

necessary to �nd the optimal amount of detail to render at any juncture. Based upon the

visual limitations of the human vision system (as described in Section 2.1), a number of

researchers have proposed graphics systems where detail can be varied using criteria such

as: an object's distance from the viewpoint, its velocity, and its position in the user's

peripheral �eld (Hitchner & McGreevy, 1993; Funkhouser & S�equin, 1993).

In order to accurately predict when a particular level of detail should be selected, we need

to be able to model how much detail the user can perceive at any instant. This has been

the focus of the current study. As a direct result, we can now describe the content of an

image in terms of its component spatial frequencies. A number of models exist which de�ne

how much detail a user can perceive at any instant in terms of this metric (Kelly, 1979;

Rovamo & Virsu, 1979). We are therefore now in a position to decided how much detail a

graphics system needs to render, based upon the physiological limits of human vision.

An interesting corollary of this result is that we have also conceived a tool which could

feasibly be employed by perceptual psychologists to further analyse the intricacies of our

visual system using the power and exibility of current computer graphics technology.

As a �nal note, we have thus far only considered the calculation of spatial frequencies

(c/deg) in a computer-generated image. However, Section 2.1 reports that a user's visual

acuity is also dependent upon the contrast of a feature. To be complete, we should therefore

also consider how to calculate the contrast of a feature. This topic is not treated in any

depth here because it has already received thorough investigation by other researchers. For

a good review of contrast in complex computer images, the reader is referred to (Peli, 1990).

8 Conclusion

This report has investigated and developed a means of describing a computer-generated

image in terms of a metric for visual acuity: namely spatial frequency (c/deg). We have

also seen how this analysis could be used to optimise the performance of a graphics system

in a principled manner.

The approach which was adopted is based around an image segmentation process in which

pixels are grouped into atomic visual features based upon JND determinations (using the

CMC colour di�erence formula). These features are then analysed to extract their funda-

mental relative spatial frequencies (c/pixel); and then �nally these values are transformed

into units of c/deg, based upon the FOV of the display device. During our discussion, we

looked at Fourier methods and found these to be inapposite for our purposes: Fourier ana-

lysis is a valid technique for qualitative comparisons of image content or frequency �ltering

operations, but it has severe limitations as an accurate and concise measure for perceived

detail.

In conclusion, the image segmentation technique described here provides a good initial

solution to the problem of assessing the degree of visual detail in a computer-generated

image. Further work can be identi�ed however. In particular, the feature extraction stage

may bene�t from further investigation and a more formal de�nition of the extent of a visual

feature.
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A Calculating the CMC Colour Di�erence

This appendix presents in detail the procedure for evaluating the CMC(1:1) colour di�er-

ence, �E�

cmc
, for any two colours speci�ed in RGB coordinates. The CMC formula provides

a relatively accurate device independent and perceptually uniform system from which we

can deduce the perceptual di�erence between any two colours. For a full treatise on the

history and development of the CMC colour di�erence formula, the interested reader is

referred to (Hunt, 1987).

The task of �nding the value of the CMC colour di�erence, �E�

cmc, between two (normalised

and gamma corrected) RGB colours can be broken down into a series of steps. Each of

these will be described presently.

1. Convert both RGB colours into CIEXYZ space (XYZ ).

2. Convert both CIEXYZ colours into CIELAB space (L�a�b�).

3. Calculate the hue-angle, hab, and chroma, C�

ab
for each of the CIELAB colours.

4. Calculate the di�erences in L�, C�

ab
and a measure that correlates with the hue-angle.

(These di�erences are referred to as �L�, �C�

ab
and �H�

ab
, respectively.)

5. Compute the value of the CMC colour di�erence formula for the two colours.
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A.1 Converting RGB ! CIEXYZ

In order to convert the RGB values which are used by the graphics system into the device

independent CIEXYZ colour space, we are required to know the chromaticity coordinates

of the red, green and blue phosphors of the particular monitor being used. These values

can be discovered directly by using a spectrophotometer to measure the CIE tristimulus

values and then converting to chromaticity coordinates (Hunt, 1987), or by referring to

the manufacturer's �gures for the display. Once know, the relevant XYZ values can be

computed from an RGB speci�cation as follows (Travis, 1991):

2
64
X

Y

Z

3
75 =

2
64
xr xg xb
yr yg yb
zr zg zb

3
75
2
64
R

G

B

3
75

If the exact chromaticity values are not know, then the values of an appropriate colour

standard could feasibly be used. The ITU Recommendation 709 standard is the most

appropriate standard because it is used (or closely approximated) in most contemporary

monitors and supersedes the older CCIR 601-1 recommendation used by the NTSC stand-

ard (Poynton, 1993). The following equation speci�es the RGB ! CIEXYZ conversion

based upon the ITU-709 chromaticity values:

2
64
X

Y

Z

3
75 =

2
64
0:412135 0:357675 0:180357

0:212507 0:715350 0:072143

0:019319 0:119225 0:949879

3
75
2
64
R

G

B

3
75

N.B. The values for R, G and B must be normalised, i.e. lie in the range [0..1], and they

must also be appropriately gamma corrected to compensate for the non-linearity of the

display device (see Section 3.2.2).

A.2 Convert CIEXYZ ! CIELAB

In order to convert between the CIE XYZ and L�a�b� colour spaces, we need to know theX ,

Y , and Z values for the monitor's White Point (the colour when all three of the CRT guns

are �ring maximally, e.g. R = G = B = 1). TheX , Y and Z of the White Point are referred

to as Xn, Yn and Zn, respectively. The White Point de�ned within ITU Recommendation

709 is the CIE standard illuminant D65, where Xn = 0:95045; Yn = 1:00000; Zn = 1:08892.

With this information, we can perform the conversion as follows (Hunt, 1987):

L� = 116(Y=Yn)
1=3 � 16 where; Y=Yn > 0:008856

L� = 903:3(Y=Yn) where; Y=Yn � 0:008856

a� = 500[(X=Xn)
1=3 � (Y=Yn)

1=3]

b� = 200[(Y=Yn)
1=3 � (Z=Zn)

1=3];

Where, if any of the values of X=Xn, Y=Yn or Z=Zn is less than or equal to 0:008856, then

it is replaced by the formula:
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7:787F + 16=116;

Where F is the respective ratio, X=Xn, Y=Yn or Z=Zn.

A.3 Calculate Hue-Angle and Chroma

Once the L�a�b� values have been computed for an XYZ speci�cation, we can now �nd the

relevant correlates of hue and chroma, referred to as hab (CIE 1976 a,b hue-angle) and C�

ab

(CIE 1976 a,b chroma), respectively. These are de�ned as:

hab = arctan(b�=a�)

C�

ab
= (a�2 + b�2)1=2:

A.4 Calculating �L�, �C�

ab
and �H�

ab

By this stage, we have the L�, C�

ab
and hab values for both of the colours which we are

comparing. We now want to �nd the di�erence between each of these, denoted as �L�,

�C�

ab
and �H�

ab
respectively.

For the luminance and chroma values, this can be found by simply subtracting one colour's

value from the other. However, we do not use the di�erence in hab values to calculate

�H�

ab
because hue-angle is an angular measure and cannot be combined with L� and C�

easily (Hunt, 1987). Instead, we can calculate �H�

ab
from the CIELAB colour di�erence

formula, as follows:

�H�

ab
= [(�E�

ab
)2 � (�L�)2 � (�C�

ab
)2]1=2

where,

�E�

ab = [(�L�)2 + (�a�)2 + (�b�)2]1=2

(�a� and �b� are simply the di�erences between the a� and b� values for the two colours).

A.5 The CMC Colour Di�erence Formula

The CMC colour di�erence formula improves the perceptual uniformity of the CIE L�a�b�

formula by varying the relative weightings of the �L�, �C�

ab
and �H�

ab
di�erences based

upon the position of the colour in the CIELAB space. The formula for the CMC colour

di�erence can now be de�ned as:

�E�

cmc = [(�L�=SL)
2 + (�C�

ab=SC)
2 + (�H�

ab=SH)
2]1=2; (4)

where
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SL = 0:040975L�=(1 + 0:01765L�) when; L� � 16

SL = 0:511 when; L� < 16

SC = 0:0638C�

ab
=(1 + 0:0131C�

ab
) + 0:638

SH = (fT + 1� f)SC ;

and

f = [C�4=(C�4 + 1900)]1=2

T = 0:36 + j0:4 cos(h+ 35)j when; 164
�

< h < 345
�

T = 0:56 + j0:2 cos(h+ 168)j otherwise:
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